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Abstract
While machine learning has demonstrated remarkable perfor-
mance in various computer systems, some substantial flaws
can prohibit its deployment in practice, including opaque
decision processes, poor generalization and robustness, as
well as exorbitant training and inference overhead. Motivated
by these deficiencies, we introduce PRIMO, a unified frame-
work for developers to design practical learning-augmented
systems. Specifically, (1) PRIMO provides two interpretable
models (PrAM and PrDT), as well as a Distill Engine, to sup-
port different system scenarios and deployment requirements.
(2) It adopts Bayes Optimization to automatically identify the
optimal model pruning strategy and hyperparameter configu-
ration. (3) It also implements two tools, Monotonic Constraint
and Counterfactual Explanation, to achieve transparent de-
bugging and guided model adjustment. PRIMO can be applied
to different types of learning-augmented systems. Evaluations
on three state-of-the-art systems show that PRIMO can pro-
vide clear model interpretations, better system performance,
and lower deployment costs.

1 Introduction
Over the years, machine learning (ML) has been widely
adopted to optimize systems across many fields, e.g., stor-
age [29,82,85], network [66,77,95], security [24,28,74], com-
piler optimization [8,93,94] and cluster scheduling [65,89,92].
These learning-augmented systems demonstrate marvelous
performance compared with conventional heuristic or mathe-
matical optimized systems.

However, most of these applied models are very complex
and treated as black-boxes to developers, which brings sig-
nificant gaps in deploying them in practice. First, building
a production-level learning-augmented system can incur
huge costs. From the experience at Microsoft [42], the model
training process could take days to weeks with massive data.
Some systems require frequent model updates to adapt to
dynamic environment changes, whose cost often exceeds en-
terprise expectations. For some scenarios with limited data
samples, developers have to use techniques to synthesize
training samples [12, 45, 96], which inevitably introduce bias
to the model and cause performance deterioration in prac-
tice [8, 10, 66]. Moreover, the inference process of these com-
plicated models can pose heavy computational pressure to

systems which have high real-time requirements [43, 81, 82],
which can significantly restrict parallel capabilities and affect
scalability in practice.

Second, the prediction process of these black-box mod-
els are unintelligible to humans. Developers lack under-
standing and trust of the model’s behavior [19, 53, 91], which
makes it difficult for them to perform model adjustments and
ad hoc debugging in practical scenarios. Some efforts have
been made to improve system transparency through interpret-
ing black-box models [26, 27, 55]. They typically build surro-
gate models to obtain explanations for individual predictions,
thus validating model behaviors and diagnosing system mis-
takes. However, they cannot provide an interpretation fidelity
guarantee, and therefore the corresponding explanations are
unreliable and potentially misleading [58, 70]. In addition,
they cannot address the aforementioned system cost issue.

In this paper, we aim to resolve the above challenges and
facilitate transparent, accurate and lightweight system de-
ployment in practice. We introduce PRIMO (Prior-based
interpretable model optimization), the first unified frame-
work that assists developers to design and optimize learning-
augmented systems with interpretable models. The design
of PRIMO is based on two key insights. First, simple inter-
pretable models have the capability of handling complex sys-
tem problems. Interpretable models do not sacrifice prediction
accuracy [35,62,72], and simple model structures with low re-
source overhead are very suitable for real-time systems. Their
effectiveness is often underestimated [70]. Second, prior expe-
rience and domain knowledge can be leveraged by developers
to further optimize the interpretable models [20, 76], which is
hard to achieve for black-box models.

PRIMO makes several innovations to enhance learning-
augmented systems. First, to provide comprehensive support
for different systems, PRIMO introduces two interpretable
model algorithms: PrAM is designed for better prediction accu-
racy and PrDT applies to systems with strict latency or compu-
tation constraints. PRIMO can help developers select a suitable
model automatically based on their system requirements, in-
cluding latency, accuracy, and resource budget. In addition
to training models directly, PRIMO also supports distilling
existing complex models, which applies to exploration-based
systems with reinforcement learning (RL) [23, 49, 56, 59].

Second, to fully exploit the potential of interpretable mod-
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els, we design several built-in mechanisms to optimize model
performance leveraging prior information. (1) PRIMO imple-
ments Bayes Optimization to find the optimal model pruning
strategy and hyperparameter configurations for higher pre-
diction accuracy and lower computation overhead. It fully
takes advantage of prior search information to minimize
the search space and training cost. (2) PRIMO also facili-
tates model post-processing for developers with their domain
knowledge. Specifically, it provides two tools for model ad-
justment through adding Monotonic Constraints and transpar-
ent debugging with Counterfactual Explanations.

Based on these innovations, PRIMO provides not only pre-
cise and comprehensive interpretations for developers to un-
derstand and adjust models, but also better prediction accuracy
and smaller overhead. To extensively evaluate these benefits
in real scenarios, we apply PRIMO to three state-of-the-art
learning-augmented systems, including two online systems
(LinnOS for flash storage [29] and Pensieve for video steam-
ing [51]), and an offline system (Clara for SmartNIC offload-
ing [66]). For LinnOS, PRIMO provides a 2.8× system perfor-
mance improvement, and reduces model training time by over
100×, as well as inference latency by over 20×. For Clara,
PRIMO beats a series of black-box models in prediction accu-
racy and saves over 10× training cost. For Pensieve, PRIMO
achieves better generalization ability and a 79× inference la-
tency reduction. We believe PRIMO can bring similar benefits
to other learning-augmented systems as well.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge, PRIMO is the first framework
to provide inherent interpretability for learning-augmented
systems development.

• We design built-in mechanisms and adjustment tools for
developers to achieve transparent, accurate and lightweight
system deployment in practice.

• For the first time, we demonstrate that simple interpretable
models can outperform complex black-box techniques in
various real systems.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Learning-Augmented Systems
Learning-augmented systems apply machine learning tech-
niques to optimize system performance [42]. They typically
build various ML models to obtain preeminent system poli-
cies from historical execution data, such as Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) [65, 66], Random Forest (RF) [5, 86],
Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [32, 92]. With
the popularity of deep learning (DL) algorithms, they were
also introduced to further enhance systems, e.g., Deep Neu-
ral Network (DNN) [29, 82], Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [43, 53], Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [66, 90]
and Reinforcement Learning (RL) [41, 51]. We classify them
into the following categories.

Taxonomy. Learning-augmented systems typically follow
similar design workflows to integrate ML models into system
operations. Based on the optimization type, they can be classi-
fied into two categories. (1) Prediction-based systems utilize
the supervised learning paradigm (e.g., classification, regres-
sion) to optimize system problems. (2) Exploration-based
systems usually adopt reinforcement learning to learn optimal
policies in an explore-exploit way. Since there are relatively
fewer unsupervised learning-based systems in practice, we
consider them as our future work (§8).

Based on system requirements and application scenarios,
learning-augmented systems can be divided into the following
two types. (1) Online systems require the ML model to make
prompt predictions for real-time data. Developers need to
consider model inference latency and computation overhead,
in addition to prediction accuracy. (2) Offline systems usually
do not need to deploy ML models for real-time serving and
have no latency or computation requirements. These systems
are performance-critical and the objective of ML models is to
improve prediction accuracy.

PRIMO is designed as a unified framework, providing
respective optimization mechanisms for different types of
learning-augmented systems.

2.2 Challenges and Motivation
While plenty of work has demonstrated the potential of ML
techniques in improving system performance, there exist
several challenges in the development and deployment of
learning-augmented systems in practice.
Model development. First, building a qualified ML model
for the target system has the following two challenges:
• C1: high training and tuning cost. As stated by Microsoft

AutoSys [42], costs of ML model training often exceeds en-
terprise expectations. Real system environments are dynam-
ically changing and stale models will cause performance de-
terioration. Therefore, frequent model fine-tuning or retrain-
ing is necessary, which could take days to weeks [42, 52]
in order to outperform heuristic algorithms. If there are not
enough GPU resources, the update time will become even
more intolerable for DL models.

• C2: susceptible to the quantity and quality of data. A
large amount of high-quality training data are essential to
produce satisfactory ML models. However, in some cases,
insufficient data [8, 10, 66] or excessive data collection
cost [52,88] hinder developers from training qualified mod-
els. Possible solutions include data augmentation and syn-
thesis [12, 45, 96]. Nevertheless, owing to the sophisticated
distribution of real-world data, the generated data inevitably
introduce bias and shift to the learning model [66], which
could compromise the system performance in practice.

Model deployment. Second, deploying ML models in prac-
tice has interpretability and inference overhead issues:
• C3: opaque decision making process. Developers mainly
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Strategies Interpretation
Fidelity

Local
Interpretation

Global
Interpretation

Transparent
Adjustment

Deployment
Cost

Accuracy
Ú

Roustness
Ú

Latency
Ø

Black-box models (e.g., DNN, RL, GBDT) 8 8 8 8 $$$ H H H

Interpreting black-box models [26, 67] 8 4 8 8 $$$ H H H

Building interpretable models (PRIMO) 4 4 4 4 $ HI HI HI

Table 1: Comparisons of different strategies for learning-augmented systems (I: Performance improvement).

focus on improving key system metrics (e.g., I/O latency
[29], user experience [51]) when designing and evaluat-
ing ML models, while ignoring their interpretability. As
a result, most of these learning models are black-boxes
whose prediction processes are unintelligible to humans
[26, 40, 70]. Due to such opacity, system operators cannot
guarantee model predictions are risk-free and have insuffi-
cient confidence to deploy them.

• C4: difficulty in troubleshooting and adjustment. In or-
der to achieve expected performance in production environ-
ments, system operators typically need to adjust the learning
models according to the actual scenarios [19,53,55], includ-
ing input features alteration, model structure modification,
data augmentation, etc. All these actions require the oper-
ators to have a profound understanding of the system and
the corresponding ML technique [26, 42], which is difficult
when the model is complex. In addition, ad hoc debugging
is another substantial challenge to learning-augmented sys-
tems for black-box models. Improper modifications may
cause severe performance degradation.

• C5: exorbitant deployment overhead. The model deploy-
ment overhead is another key factor for system operators’
consideration [53]. The latency and computation require-
ments of some systems [43, 81, 82] are far more strict than
conventional AI tasks. High inference overhead can cause
side effects to production workloads and limit their paral-
lelism capability [29], which can further restrict deployment
scalability.

2.3 Model Interpretation as a Solution
One possible solution to address the above challenges is
model interpretation. There are two primary directions to
apply model interpretation for learning-augmented systems.

2.3.1 Interpreting Black-box Models.

The essential idea is to leverage existing interpretation
methodologies to interpret the black-box models, making
them more intelligible and transparent. A variety of interpre-
tation tools (e.g., Lime [67], Captum [39], Shap [48]) were
designed to explain the mechanisms of DNN models for CV
and NLP tasks. Similar studies were also performed for other
domains. For instance, Lemna [26] employs a mixture regres-
sion model [36] to interpret RNN models in DL-based security
applications. Metis [55] proposes to interpret networking sys-
tems with the decision tree or hypergraph. However, we argue
that the idea of interpreting black-box models is not sufficient

for learning-augmented systems for the following reasons.
(1) No fidelity guarantee. These tools typically interpret

black-box models in a post hoc way, where another local
surrogate model is created to explain the original model. They
cannot have a fidelity guarantee with respect to the original
model. Therefore, the corresponding explanations are often
unreliable, and can be misleading [58, 70]. The fidelity of
some widely applied interpretation methods (e.g., attention-
based explain [84]) are still in dispute [34, 83]. Appendix B.1
presents an example of contradictory XGBoost explanations.

(2) Limited interpretation. Most existing tools (e.g., Lime,
Lemna) focus on explaining individual predictions (local in-
terpretation) instead of the entire model behavior (global in-
terpretation). Thus, the interpretation results typically cannot
yield enough information for system troubleshooting. Ap-
pendix B.2 shows their insufficiency for global understanding
and model surrogate.

(3) Requiring domain knowledge. Different systems may
employ different models and algorithms. There is no unified
tool that can provide comprehensive support for interpret-
ing arbitrary models. Consequently, domain knowledge and
manual efforts are required to implement the tools and under-
stand the explanation results. This poses a huge challenge for
developers to design a learning-augmented system.

(4) Incapability of handling other challenges. Those tools
only focus on model interpretation and understanding (C3 &
C4), but ignore other challenges discussed in §2.2.

2.3.2 Building Interpretable Models

A more promising direction, which is adopted in PRIMO, is
to train interpretable models directly for learning-augmented
systems. Interpretable models refer to the models that are in-
herently intelligible, where their explanations provided by
themselves are faithful to what the models actually com-
pute [58, 70]. Common interpretable models include linear
regression, logistic regression, decision tree, decision list,
etc. They have great potential to enhance different types of
learning-augmented systems.

According to our observation from recent state-of-the-art
learning-augmented systems [1], the scale of models in these
systems tend to be relatively smaller than popular production-
level AI models (although they are still too complex for hu-
mans to understand). For instance, the number of neurons in
a RL-based system is typically less than 10K [19]. This is
because most data samples in learning-augmented systems
are well structured, with good representations in terms of
naturally meaningful features. In such scenarios, a much sim-
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Figure 1: The workflow of learning-augmented system development using PRIMO.

pler interpretable model can give comparable performance to
complex black-box models [70]. Therefore, developers can
employ interpretable models for their systems, which require
less data, training and tuning cost (C1 & C2). The models
give more information for system operators to understand
(C3), troubleshoot and adjust (C4), and the inference speed
is much faster than the original black-box model (C5).

Summary. The benefits of PRIMO compared with other meth-
ods are summarized in Table 1. It can provide not only highly
precise and comprehensive interpretations for developers to
understand and adjust models, but also higher accuracy and ro-
bustness, and smaller training and inference overhead. These
greatly facilitate model deployment in practice.

3 PRIMO Design
We introduce PRIMO, a unified framework that assists devel-
opers to design practical learning-augmented systems. Par-
ticularly, (1) we employ transparent and deterministic in-
terpretable models to circumvent the uncertainty issues of
black-box model inference. (2) We integrate new tools for de-
velopers to leverage prior knowledge to optimize interpretable
models automatically. (3) We design a built-in mechanism
to search optimal hyperparameters in a fast and convenient
way, without extra effort from the developers. Based on these
designs, PRIMO can address all the challenges in §2.2.

3.1 Framework Overview
PRIMO optimizes both the training and post-processing stages
of building learning-augmented systems. Figure 1 illustrates
the development workflow with PRIMO. In the model training
stage, PRIMO provides two interpretable model algorithms
(PrAM and PrDT) designed for different system scenarios1.
PRIMO helps developers automatically select suitable algo-
rithms based on their system requirements including latency,
accuracy, and resource budget. It supports training the inter-
pretable model directly, or converting an existing complex
black-box model into a simple interpretable model through
the Distill Engine. We also leverage Bayes Optimization to
find the optimal model pruning strategy and hyperparame-
ter configurations for higher prediction accuracy and lower

1Other interpretable models can also be conveniently integrated into this
framework, which will be considered in our future work.

computation overhead. After the model is trained, PRIMO
offers several optimization tools in the post-processing stage,
e.g., prior-based model adjustment through adding monotonic
constraints, transparent debugging with counterfactual expla-
nations. Below we detail the mechanism of each component.

3.2 Interpretable Models
As introduced in §2.1, different system scenarios have differ-
ent requirements for the learning models. To this end, PRIMO
employs two types of interpretable model algorithms: PrAM is
designed for better prediction accuracy and PrDT applies to
systems with strict latency constraint or computation sensitiv-
ity. PRIMO supports automatic model selection based on the
demands specified by the developers.

3.2.1 PrAM: Addictive Model based Method

Our first interpretable model, PrAM, is based on the Standard
Generalized Additive Models (GAMs) [30]. GAMs consist of
a series of shape functions fi(·) and an intercept µ0 (Equation
1). Since each shape function considers only one univariate
term (the ith feature xxxi) and their combination is additive,
GAMs are interpretable: we can clearly understand the con-
tribution of each single feature to the final prediction.

Compared with linear interpretable models (e.g., logis-
tic regression), GAMs can cope with more complex predic-
tion tasks because shape functions are typically nonlinear
and have better fitting capability. To further increase model
performance, we adopt the state-of-the-art GAM algorithm:
GA2M [47], which additionally considers the interactions of
two features and maintains the interpretability (more details
are in Appendix A.1). GA2M has the following form:

g(E[y | xxx]) = µ0 +∑ fi
(
xxxi)︸ ︷︷ ︸

GAM

+∑ fi j
(
xxxi,xxx j)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interactions

(1)

where g(·) is a link function that adapts GA2M to different
tasks, e.g., regression (identity), classification (logistic func-
tion); fi j(·) represents the interaction effect of features i and
j, which can be visualized as a two-dimensional heatmap.

In our implementation, PrAM extends the open-source li-
brary EBM [63] to obtain the optimal model with high com-
pactness and accuracy. Compared to the complex DL models,
PrAM can not only provide interpretability, but also takes less
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training resources (without the need of GPUs) and training
data samples, significantly reducing the training time and cost.

3.2.2 PrDT: Decision Tree based Method

Our second interpretable model PrDT is constructed from
Decision Trees (DTs). DTs are binary tree-structured models
where each branch node tests a condition and each leaf node
makes a prediction [71]. Because DTs are non-parametric
and can be essentially expressed as an equivalent rule list,
they are transparent and simple to interpret how a prediction
is obtained. Besides, the decision-making processes of DTs
can be visualized so developers can easily adjust the trees
according to the system requirements. They present powerful
prediction capability for both classification and regression
tasks, even compared with complex black-box models.

In addition to the excellent interpretability and accuracy,
DTs have extremely low computation overhead and inference
latency. Consequently, they are applicable to many scenarios
with strict latency and resource constraints [29, 61]. Besides,
DTs also exhibit other benefits, including robust performance
under dynamic system environments, requiring less training
data and no data preprocessing overhead during inference.

It is necessary to optimize the complexity of a DT to avoid
the overfitting issue, which can affect the model generaliza-
tion, accuracy and computation overhead. Instead of adding
constraints (e.g., maximum depth, minimum number of sam-
ples for a leaf node) during DT training, PrDT trains a full de-
cision tree without any limitation to capture more information
from the training dataset. We adopt minimal cost-complexity
pruning [14] to prune the full tree in the post-processing stage,
which is elaborated in Appendix A.2.

3.3 Model Training
PRIMO supports two training modes. (1) Direct: the developer
can train an interpretable model from scratch. This applies
for most prediction-based systems. (2) Distill: the developer
can generate an interpretable model from the original black-
box model through the Distill Engine. This is mainly for
exploration-based systems. To obtain high-quality models,
both modes support the integration of Bayes Optimization for
efficient model structure and hyperparameter search.

3.3.1 Bayes Optimization

There exists a trade-off between the model complexity and ac-
curacy for both interpretable models. In order to find accurate
and succinct models, PRIMO leverages Bayes Optimization
(BO) [76], an iterative algorithm to automatically search for
the optimal model configurations.
Objective function. For both PrAM and PrDT, we build a uni-
versal model scoring function S(θ) to quantify the model
performance and complexity as the search objective:

S(θ) = P(θ)+λ ·C(θ)γ (2)

where P(θ) represents the model performance (e.g., classifi-
cation accuracy) under hyperparameters θ during validation;

Decision Boundary

CF1 (Feature X: 2 3)

CF2 (Feature X: 2 4,
Feature Y: 8 6)

Instance A

Figure 2: Illustration for the counterfactual explanation.

λ is a knob that controls the model complexity according to
users’ preference; C(θ) is a metric for model complexity. For
PrDT, C(θPrDT) =Nleaves×Ndepth, where we consider both the
number of tree leaves and tree depth since unbalanced-deeper
trees typically cost longer condition inference time. For PrAM,
C(θPrAM) = Ninteractions×Nmaxbins, where both the number of
feature interaction terms and maximum number of bins in the
feature histogram are included. Besides, the normalization
factor γ regulates the effect of the model complexity.

Prior-based hyperparameter search. Specifically, PRIMO
employs Gaussian Process (GP) as the probabilistic surro-
gate model of the objective function S(θ) in Equation 2. The
prediction of GP follows a normal distribution: p(S | θ,Θ) =
N
(
S | µ̂, σ̂2

)
, where Θ indicates the hyperparameter search

space. To determine which point should be evaluated next,
PRIMO adopts expected improvement (EI) as the acquisition
function to trade-off exploration and exploitation [20]. In
each iteration, PRIMO generates a set of hyperparameters and
evaluates them on the interpretable model to obtain new re-
sults which are used to update the surrogate model. Compared
with Grid Search (GS) and Random Search (RS) [13], BO is
more efficient since it fully utilizes the prior information to
minimize the search space. For instance, as shown in Figure
17 in Appendix A.2, BO can rapidly reduce the search space
to a smaller size (10−5~10−2) for a better focus.

3.3.2 Distill Engine

In some scenarios, the learning models require special opti-
mization. For instance, LinnOS [29] leverages biased train-
ing to reduce the false submit rate while causing the higher
false revoke rate. PRIMO introduces the Distill Engine, which
can build an interpretable surrogate model to approximate
the behavior of the original black-box learning model using
knowledge distillation [7, 31].

Another application of the Distill Engine is RL policy ex-
traction. Both PrAM and PrDT work well for prediction-based
systems using supervised learning, but are less supportive for
exploration-based systems due to their incompatibility with
RL. A series of works [11, 69, 75] have demonstrated the
feasibility of converting NN-based learning policies to an
interpretable models. PRIMO adopts Viper [11] to perform
RL policy extraction. Specifically, we collect the trajectories
of {sssi,ai} pairs (i.e., system states sssi and actions ai of learned
policy π(sssi,ai)) generated by the original RL model and per-
form supervised learning to build the interpretable models.
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System Scenario ML Algorithm Type Primo

LinnOS [29] Flash Storage I/O DNN Online PrDT (Direct)

Clara [66] SmartNIC Offloading
Mixture (LSTM,

GBDT, SVM)
Offline PrAM (Direct)

Pensieve [51] Video Streaming RL Online PrDT (Distill)

Table 2: Summary of case studies for PRIMO evaluation.

To obtain a robust policy, we augment the poor-performing
pairs and train the model iteratively until it is converged.

3.4 Post-Processing Optimization
After the interpretable model is built, developers can use their
prior knowledge to further optimize the model and enhance
the system performance. PRIMO designs two tools to assist
developers in model post-processing. Note that these oper-
ations are optional since generally the trained interpretable
models already achieve satisfactory performance.

3.4.1 Monotonic Constraint

In many learning-augmented systems, the input features ex-
hibit a monotonic relationship with the output values (e.g.,
higher video bitrate selection with better bandwidth). But the
corresponding model often presents a non-monotonic pattern
due to the sub-optimal construction strategy or noisy training
data (e.g., outlier data points, biased synthetic data). This can
lead to unstable performance and intelligibility degradation
in practice. To this end, PRIMO leverages a method from DP-
EBM [62], which adds monotonic constraints to boosted trees
via post-processing. Specifically, we model this task as an
isotonic regression problem [15] with respect to a complete
order. The objective is to minimize ∑i wi (yi− ŷi)

2 subject to
ŷi ≤ ŷ j and weights wi are strictly positive. We adopt the Pool
Adjacent Violators (PAV) [6] algorithm to obtain an optimal
solution maintaining monotonicity, and use it to replace the
original shape function of PrAM. Our tool only needs develop-
ers to provide the feature name or index and the subsequent
model adjustment process is transparent and automatic.

3.4.2 Counterfactual Explanation

To make modifications to the models, developers need to an-
swer some challenging questions, e.g., which feature related
shape function should be adjusted? how to determine the mod-
ification degree? To help them make reasonable decisions,
we design the Counterfactual Explanation tool in PRIMO to
generate additional insights for model adjustment. As illus-
trated in Figure 2, this tool aims to find smaller change (green
arrow) to the feature values that can alter the prediction to
a predefined output within the dataset. It typically uses the
k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm to find k training in-
stances with the minimum L2 distances [80]. To address the
inefficiency of the brute-force kNN approach, we propose to
use Ball Tree [22] to partition data in a series of nesting hyper-
spheres, thus the distance between a prediction point and the
centroid is sufficient to determine a lower and upper bound on
the distance to all points within the hyper-sphere node. This

Fast

Slow

yes no

yes no yes no

yes nonoyes

noyes
Current queue length

Queue length of the third recent I/O

Latency of the first recent I/O

Input Feature Optimization

LinnOS (31 Input Features)

3 neurons

3×4 neurons

4×4 neurons

Primo (3 Input Features)

Figure 3: (Left) Learned PrDT model for an SSD. The thicker
arrow line denotes the higher frequency. (Right) PRIMO opti-
mizes the input features of LinnOS. Each feature represents a
digit in LinnOS while a complete number in PRIMO.

approach considerably reduces the query time when dealing
with large-scale and high-dimensional datasets. And develop-
ers could perform guided model adjustment easily.

PRIMO Experiments. In the following three sections, we will
present three case studies to demonstrate how PRIMO can
optimize state-of-the-art learning-augmented systems. Table
2 describes these three scenarios. The key observation for
each case is summarized in Appendix C. We believe PRIMO
can be applied to other learning-augmented systems as well.

4 Case Study 1: LinnOS
As the first case, we consider LinnOS [29], a learning-based
operating system that accelerates storage applications. Lin-
nOS adopts a 3-layer neural network (31-256-2, in total of
8706 parameters) for each SSD to precisely predict its perfor-
mance. To achieve this, it collects the traces of real workloads
running on the SSD and obtains fine-grained information (per
I/O), including recent queue lengths and latency. Instead of
predicting the concrete latency values, LinnOS simplifies it
as a binary (fast / slow) classification task through setting
an inflection point (IP). More details about LinnOS and our
implementation can be found in Appendix D.1.

PRIMO automatically selects the PrDT model for LinnOS,
since it has comparable accuracy and lower inference la-
tency than PrAM. For comprehensive evaluation, we consider
two models with different optimization objectives: efficiency-
oriented (PRIMO-E) and performance-oriented (PRIMO-P).
We compare PRIMO with two baselines. (1) Base: the vanilla
Linux I/O mechanism. (2) LinnOS: we set the inflection point
of LinnOS as a constant percentile (at p85 latency) and apply
the biased loss to the model training (all keep the same).

4.1 System Interpretation
The primary goal of PRIMO is to provide interpretation for the
target system. Figure 3 (left) presents the learned decision tree
(PRIMO-E) for one SSD. The explanation of each notation
can be found on the right side. From this tree, we can clearly
understand how PRIMO makes decisions for each prediction
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(Local interpretation). We can also obtain intuitive cognition
of the overall model behavior (Global interpretation) through
observing the thickness of each decision path (arrow lines).

Specifically, the top-2 layers of the DT show PRIMO first
classifies I/O requests from the current queue length (Lc),
indicating this feature can significantly affect the prediction
results. Developers can perform adjustments to Lc thresholds
to optimize system behavior. Because the 4-layer DT only
contains 7 leaves (terminal nodes), each prediction needs to
take at most 4 condition tests at the branch nodes and the
majority of test instances only need to execute 2 condition
tests. This inference overhead is much smaller than the origi-
nal DNN model with 8706 parameters in LinnOS. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 3 (right), PRIMO only takes 3 input fea-
tures without any preprocessing, which further reduces the
model complexity and deployment overhead. On the contrary,
LinnOS needs to perform input data preprocessing for all 9
metrics to form a 31-dimensional input feature (e.g., Lc = 15
needs to be converted into a {0, 1, 5} vector). This opera-
tion is necessary for every I/O read operation, remarkably
exacerbating the inference overhead.

4.2 Performance Analysis
We evaluate the performance of PRIMO in the LinnOS flash
storage I/O scenario from the following two perspectives:

Overall performance. Figure 4 shows the Cumulative Dis-
tribution Function (CDF) and average I/O latency (with the
standard deviation) of each method over three independent
experiments. It is obvious that both PRIMO-E and PRIMO-P
significantly outperform LinnOS. Compared with the base I/O
mechanism, LinnOS reduces 26.2% I/O latency on average,
while PRIMO decreases the I/O latency by 70.0~73.6%. It in-
dicates PRIMO can achieve an additional 2.5~2.8× (PRIMO-E
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Figure 6: Model inference latency. Empty circles represent
the minimum inference latency when the system is idle. Solid
circles represent the inference latency of the median I/O oper-
ation when the system is busy. The vertical line indicates the
basic SSD access latency (reading 4KB data in the idle state).
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/ PRIMO-P) improvement over LinnOS.
Tail performance. The tail behavior is critical to system per-
formance. Figure 5 presents the average I/O latency and the
range at tail percentiles (from p90 to p99.99). We find Lin-
nOS fails to reduce tail latency on the tail, and the curve
almost overlaps with the Base case. On the contrary, PRIMO-
P achieves 7.9×, 4.3× and 2.3× performance improvement
over the vanilla I/O mechanism at p99, p99.9 and p99.99 re-
spectively. Additionally, PRIMO-P also performs much better
at p90 (2.2×) and p95 (7.5×) compared to LinnOS.

4.3 Effectiveness Analysis
We perform the effectiveness analysis from the following per-
spectives to investigate why PRIMO can outperform LinnOS.
Inference overhead. In Figure 6, we measure the extra in-
ference latency of PRIMO and LinnOS. (1) When the system
is idle, we measure the minimum inference latency. We ob-
serve that LinnOS takes 8µs, while the overhead of PRIMO-E
is almost negligible (≤ 1µs), making the deployment more
lightweight. (2) When the system is busy with heavy I/O op-
erations, LinnOS requires a median inference latency of 33µs
due to the high frequency of preprocessing and inference.
This is even higher than the basic SSD access latency (25µs).
In contrast, PRIMO remains relatively lower inference latency
with smaller overhead.
Quantization. Since floating points are not well supported
in the Linux kernel, the model weights of LinnOS and the
thresholds of PRIMO are converted to integers by quantiza-
tion. This can achieve smaller inference latency at the cost
of accuracy degradation. Figure 7 (a) shows the quantization
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impact on the prediction accuracy. It is evident that the ac-
curacy drop of LinnOS is over 2% and varies significantly
among different SSD models. In comparison, PRIMO-E has
negligible accuracy degradation, as the node threshold values
are naturally integers or the decimal part is 0.5.

Robustness. A good model should exhibit high robustness
against system state drifting. To measure the robustness of
those methods, we synthesize some perturbed samples by
adding Gaussian noise to the test dataset. The noise is added
to all 4 recent I/O queue lengths (σ = 5) and I/O latency
(σ = 100)2. Figure 7 (b) illustrates the false submit and false
revoke rates of LinnOS and PRIMO-E under the original and
perturbed test datasets. Reducing the false submit rate is far
more important since the failover overhead of false revoke
is negligible. It is obvious that PRIMO keeps stable accuracy
under perturbed input while LinnOS presents severe perfor-
mance degradation. The robustness of the interpretable model
in PRIMO derives from fewer input features and the inherent
stability of the tree structure compared with the DNN model.

5 Case Study 2: Clara
Clara [66] is an offline tool that generates offloading insights
for network functions (NFs) on SmartNICs. It can analyze
a legacy NF in its unported form and suggest the optimal
offloading strategies. The main challenge of adopting those
ML techniques in Clara is that insufficient SmartNIC pro-

2Since the current queue length Lc is the most significant feature, we do
not modify its value to avoid changing the real label.
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Figure 10: Model precision and recall rates in Clara-AI.

grams can be served to produce training data. Clara has to
utilize YarpGen [45] to generate abundant synthesized pro-
grams. Clara contains several components for the generation
of different offloading insights. Each component adopts a ML
algorithm as described below:
• Multicore Scale-out analysis (Clara-MS). SmartNICs

use multicore parallelism to improve packet processing per-
formance. Clara adopts GBDT [17] to predict the optimal
number of cores for each NF.

• Algorithm Identification (Clara-AI). Certain packet pro-
cessing algorithms in the host NF can benefit from ASIC
accelerators in the SmartNIC. Clara adopts SVM [73] to
identify such code blocks.

• Cross-platform Prediction (Clara-CP). Clara trains an
LSTM network [9] to predict the number of compute and
memory instructions that a NF can be compiled to.

We employ the PrAM model to replace all the three ML models
in Clara, as it has better accuracy than PrDT. To analyze the
effectiveness of transparent model adjustment in PRIMO, we
also evaluate the model performance with post adjustment
(denote as PRIMO+). We compare PRIMO with the original
models in Clara (LSTM, GBDT and SVM), as well as some al-
ternative baseline algorithms (CNN, DT, TPOT [64] (namely
AutoML), K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)). More details about
Clara and our implementation can be found in Appendix D.2.

5.1 System Interpretation
As shown in Figure 8, PRIMO provides comprehensive inter-
pretation for the Clara-MS task, including global and local
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interpretation, as well as transparent shape functions. We list
the notation descriptions in Appendix D.2. From the left fig-
ure, we find Ri, Rres and Ric are the most important features
that contribute most to model prediction. Developers should
pay more attention to shape function optimizations for these
features. We also notice the impact of feature interactions is
relatively less important, indicating that we can reduce their
priority in model optimization. The middle figure presents the
interpretation of the individual prediction for UDPCount NF.
The final prediction equals the sum of every feature score and
the intercept constant (Equation 1). Through the local inter-
pretation, developers can clearly check the model behavior for
each prediction to make the corresponding adjustment. More-
over, the right figure (blue line) illustrates the learned shape
function for Rec, which allows developers to dive deeper into
fine-grained model adjustment (such as the orange line).

5.2 Performance Analysis
Since Clara is an offline system, for each task, we mainly
evaluate the model accuracy rather than the inference cost.

Clara-MS. As shown in Figure 9 (left), our interpretable
model in PRIMO achieves similar accuracy as the GBDT
(XGBoost [17]) model in Clara, and outperforms other ML
models over the synthesized test dataset. Figure 9 (right) fur-
ther presents the accuracy of PRIMO for 4 real NFs. Compared
to Clara, PRIMO achieves 1.4× less prediction errors and at
most 5% error to the optimal configurations.

Clara-AI. In Figure 10, PRIMO achieves the equivalent pre-
cision and recall rates as the SVM model in Clara, and beats
other ML algorithms. Through successfully identifying CRC-
based NFs, PRIMO could improve peak throughput by 1.6×
and decrease latency by 25% [66].

Clara-CP. Clara uses the LSTM model to predict the number
of instructions for unported codes. Figure 11 shows the accu-
racy of the Clara-CP task over 8 representative real NFs and
the Average column represents the WMAPE results across
all the NFs. We observe PRIMO (14.4%) delivers better perfor-
mance than Clara (15.1%). This demonstrates the capability
of PRIMO to cope with complex program embeddings.

5.3 Model Adjustment
To overcome the training data insufficiency issue, Clara uses
YarpGen [45] to generate synthesized programs. This in-
evitably introduces certain data distribution drifts from the
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Figure 12: Visualization of the interpretable model distilled
from the Pensieve policy. For simplicity, we only present the
top 5 layers, and the ellipsis indicates subsequent nodes.

actual scenario. Specifically, there exist instruction distribu-
tion differences (0.0303 of Jensen-Shannon divergence and
0.0354 of Bhattacharyya distance) between real-world and
synthesized click programs [66]. Such drifts could compro-
mise the model performance. The transparency of the PRIMO
model allows developers to discover and fix undesirable be-
haviors caused by the synthesized data. In addition, PRIMO
designs two post-processing tools to help developers adjust
the models based on their domain knowledge:

Monotonic Constraint. As introduced in §3.4.1, developers
can leverage PRIMO to generate a new shape function with
monotonic constraint and rectify the incorrect behaviors of
the models automatically. For instance, in Figure 8 (right),
the developers know the desired number of cores should
be proportional to the memory/compute intensity, i.e., Rec
(EMEM/Compute Ratio). Then they can replace the original
shape function (blue line) with the monotonic shape function
(orange line). They can check each shape function and decide
whether it is necessary to apply such adjustment based on
their prior knowledge. To evaluate the effectiveness of this
strategy, we apply the Monotonic Constraint tool to two shape
functions (Ai & Rec) and yield the adjusted model PRIMO+.
As shown in Figures 9, PRIMO+ achieves better prediction
accuracy. This shows the monotonicity of the PRIMO model
can be achieved via simple post-processing and appropriate
adjustment can bring better performance.
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Figure 13: Overall performance of PRIMO compared with other methods on the Norway HSDPA and FCC Broadband traces.
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average QoE of each algorithm.

Counterfactual Explanation. This tool aims to provide sim-
ple and intuitive explanations for model troubleshooting.
More concretely, it helps developers to understand why this
prediction is wrong and how to adjust the model to fix it. We
use Clara-AI as an example to describe its usage and evalua-
tion. Clara employs Sequential Pattern Extraction (SPE) [21]
to extract code features as boolean sequences (each contain-
ing 102 features) to indicate whether the NF program contains
code blocks for acceleration. Our PRIMO model allocates a
contribution score for each feature. To fix False Negative (FN)
predictions, we utilize this tool to find the closest k instances
from the data set with the opposite label. Through the com-
parison of these instances, we can easily discover the feature
with inadvisable learned scores and adjust the score. In this
case, we increase the contribution weight of the 84th feature
appropriately. We can also perform transparent debugging
for False Positive (FP) predictions similarly. In Figure 10,
PRIMO+ further enhances the F1 score from 89.6% to 92.5%.

6 Case Study 3: Pensieve
Our third case study is Pensieve [51], a system that uses RL for
online video streaming. It learns the adaptive bitrate (ABR)
algorithms automatically to optimize the user quality of expe-
rience (QoE) defined in Equation 4 in Appendix D.3.

We obtain an interpretable PrDT model through distilling
from the original RL actor model. Then we implement the
PrDT model into the ABRController of dash.js [2]. More de-
tails can be found in Appendix D.3. For baselines, we compare
PRIMO with the following algorithms: (1) The RL model in
Pensieve. (2) Buffer-Based(BB) [33]: selecting bitrates with
the goal of keeping the buffer occupancy above 5 seconds.
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Figure 15: Comparing three learning-based ABR methods.

(3) BOLA [78]: selecting bitrates with Lyapunov optimiza-
tion on buffer occupancy observations. (4) MPC [87]: select-
ing bitrates with a control-theoretic model. We evaluate ro-
bustMPC variant which can better handle errors in throughput
prediction. (5) Metis [55]: using a decision tree to explain the
Pensieve RL model, which represents the handcrafted DT ap-
proach. Evaluations are performed on the simulator provided
by Pensieve, except the deployment experiment (latency).

6.1 System Interpretation
Figure 12 illustrates the learning process with the Distill En-
gine, as well as the decision making process of the inter-
pretable policy. Related notations are described in Appendix
D.3. This DT contains 8 layers and 35 leaves in total, which
is compact and simple enough for developers to understand
its complete operation logic.

Similar to the PRIMO model in LinnOS (Figure 3), the first
2 layers divide decision flows based on the feature L (Last
chunk bitrate) which is in line with our perception. In the
third layer, PRIMO proceeds to classify environment states
(inputs) according to the feature B (Current buffer size). These
observations indicate both L and B are the key features that
affect the final bitrate decision, inspiring developers to pay
more attention to them when designing ABR algorithms.

6.2 Performance Analysis

Overall performance. Since the ABR algorithm could en-
counter unprecedented network conditions by different clients,
it is important to evaluate its generalization ability. So in ad-
dition to the Norway HSDPA trace used for model training,
we also evaluate another trace FCC Broadband that is never
applied for training. Figure 13 presents the QoE distribution
and average QoE of each method on the two traces. For Nor-
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way HSDPA, the CDF curve of PRIMO almost overlaps with
Pensieve’s curve, and the average QoE is even 1.5% higher
than Pensieve. This demonstrates PRIMO has successfully
learned the Pensieve policy with a simple decision tree and
outperforms other ABR algorithms. Furthermore, for FCC
Broadband, PRIMO presents better generalization than other
two learning-based algorithms. Such advantages are attributed
to the adaptive pruning strategy in Bayes Optimization, and
the imitation process in the Distill Engine. In contrast, al-
though Metis also uses a decision tree to get a surrogate
model from Pensieve, it has some performance degradation
as its inflexible pruning strategy.

Example analysis. Figure 14 profiles the bitrate selection
actions of different ABR algorithms over a single network
trace. We find two heuristic algorithms (BB and MPC) keep
fluctuating during the video streaming, which could cause
a terrible user experience. The other three learning-based
algorithms have more stable decisions. Pensieve decides to
decrease the bitrate at 120s and Metis chooses to reduce
the video resolution at 170s. This can cause an unsmooth
experience (as the penalty term in Equation 4) even though
they adjust back the bitrate quickly. In contrast, PRIMO gives
a much more smooth experience.

Training and inference overhead. The PRIMO model is
more compact and simpler. Figure 15 (left) compares the
model complexity3 of different methods. We observe that
PRIMO reduces the model scale by 1617× compared to the
original Pensieve actor model. Even for Metis which also
uses a decision tree, PRIMO can reduce the tree complexity by
7.9×. For inference, PRIMO only needs to perform 3~7 con-
dition tests to make a bitrate decision. It can reduce 70× and
1.5× inference latency compared with Pensieve and Metis
respectively, as shown in Figure 15 (middle). To generate
a model, in Figure 15 (right), PRIMO only needs less than
4 minutes for model distillation, which is 21.3× faster than
Metis (under the same setting). Compare with Pensieve 4
hours training time, less than 4 minutes distill time is ignor-
able. In summary, PRIMO can greatly reduce overall operating
costs in the video streaming scenario.

3Model complexity refers to the number of parameters for Pensieve model,
or number of nodes for PRIMO and Metis.

Task DL Model Origin PRIMO Improvement

LinnOS 3 × DNN (50 epoch) 564s 5s 112.8×
Clara-CP LSTM (30 epoch) 1,081s 79s 13.7×

Table 3: Training time comparison with original DL models.

Task Metric PRIMO w/o BO PRIMO w/ BO Improvement

LinnOS F1 Score 0.8089 0.8518 5.3%
Clara-CP WMAPE 0.1728 0.1442 16.6%
Clara-MS MAE 1.0155 0.8660 14.7%

Table 4: Ablation study for Bayes Optimization.

7 More Evaluation
We run some experiments to further evaluate the benefits of
PRIMO more comprehensively.

Requiring less training data. Due to the simpler model
structure and fewer parameters, PRIMO can have better per-
formance in some scenarios without enough training data
like Clara. In Figure 16, we compare the performance of two
PRIMO models with the original DL models in LinnOS and
Clara-CP using less training data. We use a smaller dataset
(10%) in LinnOS as the baseline. Because LinnOS provides
abundant data for DNN model training, 10% of original data
can provide equivalent performance. It is clear that PRIMO
models maintain better performance with limited training data,
especially for the PrDT model. Conversely, the original DL
models only work with abundant data. This shows PRIMO has
broader applicability for various scenarios.

Short training time. Table 3 presents the training time of
PRIMO and original DL models in LinnOS and Clara-CP,
which adopt the default numbers of training epochs in their
papers. PRIMO is able to reduce 2-3 orders of magnitude of
training time. Even considering the hyperparameter search
process, the significant time conservation could maintain since
multiple trails can be executed concurrently. Note that GPUs
can only provide very limited acceleration (<1.2×) for these
two DL models. Additionally, LinnOS requires training a
DNN model for each SSD and the prototype only considers
three SSDs. In a production-level distributed storage system
with thousands of SSDs, LinnOS could have a severe scala-
bility issue. In contrast, PRIMO remarkably saves the training
cost, making the deployment more feasible in practice.

Impact of BO. We further perform an ablation study on
Bayes Optimization in PRIMO. Table 4 summaries the perfor-
mance of the PRIMO model with and without BO in LinnOS
and Clara. We observe 5.3%~16.6% accuracy improvement
brought by BO. Besides, BO typically simplifies the model
scale while obtaining better performance. For LinnOS, BO
reduces over 15× tree nodes compared with PRIMO without
BO. This verifies the importance of the BO component in
making interpretable models more practical. For search time
aspect, BO obtains over 1.2× acceleration compared with
naive random search algorithm in Clara-MS task by reducing
search trails to reach equivalent performance.
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8 Discussion
Is the interpretation always correct? Yes. PRIMO pro-
vides the interpretation correctness guarantee for each gen-
erated model and each prediction. Existing interpretation
tools [39, 48, 67] aim to offer explanations for understanding
black-box models, whereas the generated interpretations are
sometimes contradictory or even mislead users. In contrast,
PRIMO models are inherently interpretable and developers
can totally trust the interpretation.
Can PRIMO be applied to all systems? PRIMO has its lim-
itations in some system scenarios. For instance, it does not
yet support unsupervised learning scenarios (e.g., anomaly
detection in security applications [16]). It cannot outperform
black-box models in systems with extremely complex fea-
tures, e.g., images, speeches. These will be our future work.
Is the post-processing step necessary? These operations are
optional because the trained models without post-processing
usually have excellent performance. In order to take full ad-
vantage of the interpretable models, the post-processing tools
help developers leverage their expertise and domain knowl-
edge to further optimize system performance. In a black-box
model, it is hard to perform such optimization.
Can PRIMO work on a larger model? Yes. We have demon-
strated PRIMO can outperform DNN models in various sce-
narios, including LinnOS (MLP with 8× 103 parameters),
Clara-CP (LSTM+FC with 4×104 parameters) and Pensieve
(CNN+MLP with 1×105 parameters). They represent most
model scale of learning augmented systems listed in [1]. For
larger models, we evaluate Habitat [88] as an example. It lever-
ages 8-layer MLP models, containing over 8×106 parameters,
to prediction DL operation execution time on heterogeneous
GPUs. PRIMO can provide comparable prediction accuracy
as Habitat across conv2d, linear, lstm and bmm operations.
How to interpret high-dimensional data? Admittedly,
when handling high-dimensional datasets, PRIMO models
may become more complicated for users to understand the
whole model. However, PRIMO provides ordered feature im-
portance for interpretation. Generally, users can focus on the
top several tree layers of PrDT or several significant shape
functions according to the global interpretation of PrAM.
Future work. There are four possible directions as our fu-
ture work. (1) We can extend PRIMO to support learning-
augmented systems with unsupervised learning. (2) To obtain
a more accurate interpretable model, we can optimize the
model training algorithm. Currently, we use CART [14], the
most popular and widely applied approach, for decision tree
learning in PrDT. This is based on the heuristic greedy algo-
rithm where locally optimal decisions are made in each node.
In the future, we plan to employ novel decision tree training al-
gorithms (e.g., GOSDT [44], based on dynamic programming
method) to solve the sub-optimal problem. (3) For practical
deployment, comprehensive programming language support
is needed because different systems have their own coding

requirements. PrDT has a tool for converting Python-based
models to other formats. But PrAM only supports the conver-
sion to the ONNX [4] format currently. We aim to provide
more model format conversion in the future. (4) Integration
with existing RL-based system development frameworks (e.g.,
Park [50]) to facilitate more practical system deployment.

9 Related Work
Interpretability of learning-augmented systems. To our
best knowledge, there is no prior work that develops a unified
framework for providing inherent interpretability for systems
like PRIMO. Besides, interpretability is often overlooked dur-
ing the development of learning-augmented systems, and only
a few works consider it. Bao [53] is a learning-based sys-
tem that adopts TreeCNN [60] for query optimization and
the decision process can be inspected by developers. Tang
et al. [79] proposed an interpretable method that extracts a
Finite State Machine from a RL policy for storage resource
allocation in Huawei. Grüner et al. [25] generated concise
and interpretable rule-sets for unknown proprietary streaming
algorithms (e.g. ABR approaches in Youtube, Twitch), which
is similar to the Pensieve case study with PRIMO (§6).

Some efforts were also made on building tools for inter-
preting black-box models [26, 27, 55], as discussed in §2.3.1.
Different from these methods, PRIMO does not seek for in-
terpreting black-box models but directly building transparent
models, with higher fidelity and efficiency.
Machine learning and system co-design. It is non-trivial
to apply ML techniques for system design and deployment
in practice. Autosys [42] introduces a framework to address
common design considerations (e.g., learning-induced sys-
tem failures, extensibility), and reported years of experiences
in designing and operating learning-augmented systems at
Microsoft. WhiRL [19] facilitates the safe deployment of
RL-based systems through verifying whether the learned pol-
icy meets the designer’s requirements. Some components in
PRIMO are inspired from these works.

10 Conclusion
This work introduces PRIMO, a unified framework that assists
developers to design practical learning-augmented systems
with interpretable models. For different scenarios, PRIMO
provides respective models and optimization solutions to
meet the system requirements. Based on our case studies,
we demonstrate that PRIMO can achieve transparent, accurate
and lightweight system deployment in practice.
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A Supplementary Elaborations
In this section, we provide some supplementary elaborations
about PRIMO algorithms, including algorithm detailed illus-
trations of PrAM and PrDT.

A.1 PrAM: Explainable Boosting Machine
Explainable Boosting Machine (EBM) [63] is a open-source
implementation of Generalized Additive Models plus Inter-
actions (GA2M) [47] written in C++ and Python. Similar to
popular GBDT algorithms (e.g. LightGBM [37]), the EBM
training procedure begins by bucketing data from continu-
ous features into discrete bins of histogram [62], which can
significantly accelerate model training. Then EBM starts to
learn shape function fi(·) for each feature. Common choices
for shape functions are regression splines, step functions and
binary trees. For better prediction accuracy, it chooses the
boosted trees, where each successive tree tries to predict the
overall residual from all the preceding trees [46]. Further-
more, EBM optimizes the traditional boosting (greedy search)
approach by leveraging cyclic gradient boosting, which learns
a shallow tree for each feature in a round-robin fashion [62].
PrAM is heavily based on the implementation of EBM.

For simplicity and accuracy, PrAM leverages BO to automat-
ically adjust model configurations, including the number of
histogram bins, the number of considered interactions, learn-
ing rate, etc. It helps developers easily obtain the optimal
model which is compact and accurate.

A.2 PrDT: Minimal Cost-Complexity Pruning
We adopt Minimal Cost-Complexity Pruning (CCP) [14] to
prune the full tree in the post-processing stage. This algorithm
aims to minimize a cost-complexity metric Rα(T ) which is
defined as

Rα(T ) = R(T )+α ·N(T ) (3)

where R(T ) and N(T ) denote the misclassification cost (error
rate) and complexity penalty (the number of leaves) of the
decision tree T respectively. The trade-off between accuracy
and sparsity of the tree is controlled by the complexity param-
eter α: as α increases, more leaves are pruned and the total
impurity increases.

Figure 17 presents the impact of the complexity parameter
α on the model performance and complexity for the LinnOS
system (§4). When α is too small (before the red dashed line),
PrDT has poor performance because of the severe overfitting.
With a bigger α, developers could trade-off the model accu-
racy and complexity based on their system requirements. The
optimal pruning factor can differ by many orders of magnitude
for different systems according to our experiments. It is hard
for system developers to identify an appropriate value of α

intuitively. To address this, PRIMO adopts bayes optimization
to perform post pruning automatically (§3.3.1).
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Figure 17: Performance (F1 Score) and complexity (Tree
Depth) of the PrDT model under different α in LinnOS.

B Insufficiency of Existing Methods
To demonstrate the argument in §2.3, we provide some ex-
amples and perform analysis. These experiments reveal the
insufficiency of both existing machine learning frameworks
and interpretation tools.

B.1 Contradictory Interpretation
Clara adopts XGBoost to predict the optimal core counts for
different NFs in Clara-MS. XGBoost contains a built-in api
get_score to get the feature importance value of each feature
and it can be regarded as the model interpretation. However,
we argue that the interpretation has low fidelity. As evident
from the Figure 18, interpretations based on different metrics
present contrasting patterns, where both gain and cover are
important intermediate metrics during model generation. For
instance, Rsum is the second important feature according to
cover-based explanation while seems ignorable from gain’s
perspective. This makes developers feel confused which in-
terpretation should trust. More seriously, this could mislead
them to make wrong decisions, such as incorrectly omitting
important input features while feature engineering.

B.2 Incapability for Global Surrogate
We have demonstrated the remarkable performance of PRIMO
in this work. A common question is that If using the existing
interpretation tools for the model surrogate, can they also
deliver equivalent effects? Our answer is no. We evaluate
two popular black-box interpretation methods: Lime [67] and
Lemna [26]. Lime performs local interpretation through lin-
ear regression of data subset and Lemna adopts a mixture
regression model to obtain interpretation in a similar way.
Both of them are designed for local interpretation of several
instances. However, we further explore whether they have
the potential for the global model surrogate. Hence, we train
the Lime and Lemna model on the LinnOS dataset, and com-
pare the performance with PRIMO. As shown in Figure 19,
Lime and Lemna cause much higher (7.3%~9.0%) false sub-
mit rates, which is the most significant metric for the system
performance. As stated in §4, the overhead of failover (false
revoke) is relatively negligible and all three methods perform
well pertaining to this metric. Overall, existing interpretation
tools are insufficient for the global model surrogate.
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Figure 18: Interpretations of XGBoost model for Clara-MS
task based on different metrics. Higher value indicates the
feature is more important.

C Lessons Learned From the Case Studies
In order to draw high level conclusions from the three case
studies discussed in §4, §5 and §6, we list the key observation
of the PRIMO benefits for each system scenario as below. To
summarize, in addition to model transparency, PRIMO pro-
vides higher prediction accuracy, smaller inference overhead
and better model generalization ability. These greatly facili-
tate model deployment in practice.
1. LinnOS

Key Observation 1

The high inference overhead of the DNN model can
hinder its deployment in practice, meanwhile seriously
damaging the effect of system performance improve-
ment. PRIMO successfully overcomes this bottleneck.

2. Clara
Key Observation 2

Instead of using various black-box models for differ-
ent tasks, PRIMO uses a unified interpretable model
achieving equivalent even better accuracy and endows
capability of model adjustment to remedy the problem
caused by drifted synthesis data.

3. Pensive
Key Observation 3

With PRIMO, we obtain an interpretable model that has
better performance and generalization ability than the
RL policy. Moreover, it achieves much less inference
overhead and low distill cost for practical deployment.

D More Details about the Evaluated Systems
D.1 LinnOS
LinnOS infers the SSD speed using a lightweight neural net-
work. The motivation behind LinnOS is that SSD read latency
is unstable because some SSD internal operations (e.g., write-
triggered garbage collection, buffer flushing) are contending
with user read I/Os. In addition, there are the same replicas
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Figure 19: Comparison of Primo global surrogate perfor-
mance with Lime and Lemna in the LinnOS scenario.

in other SSDs within the storage array (e.g., flash RAID) and
we can utilize the built-in failover logic to circumvent slow
read I/Os. The overhead of switching the read operation to a
redundant SSD (namely failover) is ignorable compared with
I/O pending time.

Implementation. We implemented PrDT models into the
Linux kernel v5.4.8 (same version with LinnOS) within the
block layer (written in C). We use the same SSD I/O traces
in LinnOS, which were collected from Microsoft Bing Index
servers and have been preprocessed by the authors.

Although the LinnOS workflow files are open-sourced on
the Chameleon Cloud [38], the experiment results are un-
reliable due to the unstable and random SSD I/O accesses
(also argued by the authors). Consequently, we shift our im-
plementation and evaluation on a bare-metal server from
CloudLab [18]. It contains four homogeneous enterprise-level
1.6TB SSDs. One of them serves as the system drive and the
rest three SSDs are used for performance evaluation. Addi-
tionally, due to the rapid development of the SSD technology
in recent years, the Microsoft traces collected in 2016 cannot
give sufficient load pressure for evaluation. So we execute a
constant writing task in the background for each SSD (Lin-
nOS only records read I/Os). According to our numerous
tests, the additional load will not cause fluctuations in the
evaluation results.

For the PrDT interpretation results, PRIMO can provide a
more precise visualized file of the PrDT which covers the
number of samples at each flow and the Gini impurity value
of each node rather than Figure 3.

D.2 Clara
Clara is a system that generates the optimal offloading strate-
gies for NFs in SmartNIC. Since the performance charac-
teristics of offloaded programs are opaque prior to porting
and offloading strategies are difficult to reason about, devel-
opers need to first cross-port NFs to the SmartNIC, perform
workload-specific benchmarks, and then iteratively tune the
ported programs to achieve higher performance. Clara can
analyze a legacy NF in its unported form and suggest porting
strategies for the given NF to achieve higher performance.

Implementation. We follow the author-provided data prepro-
cessing pipeline to deal with synthesized and real traces for
training and evaluation. We conduct Clara evaluation on a
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Notation Description

Ai IMEM Access
Ae EMEM Access
Ic Compute Intensity
Ri IMEM / Overall Intensity Ratio
Re EMEM / Overall Intensity Ratio
Ric IMEM / Compute Ratio
Rec EMEM / Compute Ratio

Rsum (IMEM + EMEM) / Compute Ratio
Rres (IMEM − EMEM) / Compute Ratio

Rstate Non-Stateful / Stateful Compute Ratio

Table 5: Notation descriptions of Clara-MS.

Ubuntu 20.04 server with one Intel Core i9-10900 CPU, 64
GB memory and an NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU. Note that be-
cause it is an offline system and we focus on model accuracy,
Netronome SmartNIC is not required in our experiment.

Notation. We clarify the notations used in system interpre-
tations (Figure 8). Table 5 shows processed features used
in Clara-MS, where IMEM indicates SRAM-based internal
memory and EMEM indicates DRAM-based external mem-
ory on SmartNICs. Instructions can be classified into Stateful
(e.g., loads and stores to global variables in memory) and Non-
Stateful (e.g., compute instructions, or accesses to function-
local variables). Moreover, Overall Intensity represents the
sum of IMEM, EMEM and Compute Intensity.

D.3 Pensieve
Pensieve [51] is a system that learns adaptive bitrate (ABR)
algorithms automatically using RL technique. The online
videos are stored on servers as multiple chunks (a few seconds
of the video) and each chunk is encoded at several discrete
bitrates (resolutions). Specifically, Pensieve adopts A3C [57]
to perform RL training. Both the actor and critic networks use
the same NN structure which contains a 1D-CNN layer and a
fully connected layer. The actor takes recent network observa-
tions as input and suggests the bitrate for the next video chunk
as the output. Content providers employ ABR algorithms to
optimize user quality of experiment (QoE) which is defined
as:

QoE =
N

∑
n=1

q(Rn)−µ
N

∑
n=1

Tn−
N−1

∑
n=1
|q(Rn+1)−q(Rn)| (4)

where Rn represents the bitrate of the nth chunk and q(Rn)
maps that bitrate to the quality perceived by a user. Tn repre-
sents the rebuffering time and the last term penalizes changes
in video quality to favor smoothness.

Implementation. We employ the same server used in Clara
for the Pensieve experiment. The video server is based on
Apache httpd (Version 2.4.41) and uses Google Chrome (Ver-
sion 96) as the client video player. We use 142 Norway HS-
DPA [68] network traces (provided by the authors) for evalu-
ation, in addition, we process another 249 FCC [3, 54] traces

Notation Description

Xt Past chunk throughput
Tt Past chunk download time
Nk Next chunk sizes
B Current buffer size
C Number of chunks left
L Last chunk bitrate

Table 6: Notation descriptions of Pensieve.

(2018 version, follow the same preprocessing pipeline) for
model generalization evaluation. Because the original FCC-
18 network speed is much faster than HSDPA and we cannot
distinguish the performance difference among algorithms, we
scale down the network speed by 4 times to keep consistent
with FCC-16 with regards to the median values.

We obtain PrDT model through distilling from the trained
RL actor model (pre-trained model that Pensieve authors pro-
vided). After that, we implement PrDT (written in JavaScript)
into ABRController of dash.js [2] (Version 2.4). For the test
videos, we use the same video in Pensieve at bitrates in {300,
750, 1200, 1850, 2850, 4300} kbps (which pertain to video
modes in {240, 360, 480, 720, 1080, 1440}p). This video
is divided into 48 chunks and each chunk represented ap-
proximately 4 seconds. Furthermore, we adopt q(Rn) = Rn in
Equation 4 to set linear QoE as the our evaluation metric.
Notations. We clarify notations used in system interpreta-
tions (Figure 12). Table 6 shows environment state variables
used in Pensieve to generate bitrate decision, where Xt and
Tt denotes past sequences of throughput and download time
respectively (t = 1, · · · ,8). Moreover, Nk represents sequence
of next chunk sizes (k = 1, · · · ,6).

E Artifact
PRIMO and case study scripts are available as below. To repro-
duce the main results of this work, we also provide detailed
documentation and instructions in the artifact repository.

Artifact Links

GitHub: https://github.com/S-Lab-System-Gr
oup/Primo
DOI: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.65298
92
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